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Abstract—The paper follows a discourse on computer-assisted language learning. We examine problems of foreign language teaching and learning and introduce a metamodel that can be used to define learning models of language grammar structures in order to support teacher/student interaction. Special attention is paid to the concept of a virtual language lab. Our approach to language education assumes to encourage learners to experiment with a language and to learn by discovering patterns of grammatically correct structures created and managed by a language expert.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer environments affect learning process in a wide range of disciplines from humanities to technical sciences. As people get exposed to computer and software technology that surrounds us in everyday life, the term “computer-assisted” sounds like a dissonance. Let’s take an area of computer-assisted language learning (CALL) as an example. In [1] the authors sarcastically note that in contrast to computer-assisted learning, “we do not refer to ‘ballpoint pen-assisted writing’ or ‘car-assisted traveling’", and that the common definitions of CALL merely state the use of computers as the most important trait of this phenomenon. Despite all dramatic changes in computer facilities since the time when the basic CALL concepts were established, Beatty still concedes that current CALL is “an amorphous or unstructured discipline, constantly evolving both in terms of pedagogy and technological advances in hardware and software” (italics ours) [2].

The development of computer-based learning environments is intended to improve the following characteristics of the language learning process:

- Learning Performance: A process of delivering new knowledge and skills should reduce the time learners spend and facilitate access to educational resources.
- Learning Efficiency: Knowledge and skills acquired by learners should be long-lasting. Learners should be able to focus on topics that are especially important for them.
- Accessibility: Learners should be able to access new materials and interactive instruments that might be unavailable or hardly available without computer technology.
- Flexibility: Learners should be able to access learning tools in any time and from any location.
- Organization: Teachers should be able to distribute study materials easier; distance learning techniques should be available to enforce communication with language experts and other learners.
- Motivation: As a result of aforementioned advantages learners become better motivated to continue their studies and to be deeper involved into the process.

The present role of computer technologies in education is mainly focused on extending the boundaries of the classical learning process: computers should become integrated and (in a sense) invisible components of a learning system.

The maturity of consumer technologies affected strongly the CALL development especially in ways of communication activities implementation:

- Technological innovations encourage teachers and learners to communicate in the ways never available before.
- In addition to (or often instead of) specialized CALL software like tutorials, games, simulators or problem solvers, CALL uses general consumer communication tools and applications (which are not kind of teaching software).
- Authentic materials (created by native speakers) are easier accessible via computer communication: to check the phrase correctness learners rather use Google instead of language tutorials or dictionaries.

Garrett concluded that the new demands on language education constitute a powerful set of reasons to rethink grammar CALL [3]. Despite the fact that one of primary goals of language learning is to improve learners’ communicative competence, learning grammar is still an essential part of language apprehension. In written language, learning a language grammar is one of areas where a typical student activity is limited to following inflexible learning tutorials, while having little or no ways to experiment with the language in a similar way as students do in natural and technical sciences [4]. We know many examples of virtual labs implemented for the academic courses in physics [5], [6], chemistry [7]-[9], medicine [10], [11], control systems [12]-[14], etc. There are many reasons to use such sorts of labs instead of using real equipment: virtual labs require less space, they can be easily installed or deployed, often they can be accessed remotely, they are safe in regards to user health and equipment integrity, they can be easily reconfigured, etc. In case of language learning, we can consider any system that
supports independent student activities with machine-provided feedback as a similar “virtual lab” that can encourage freer experimentation with language elements and partially substitute teachers.

II. RELATED WORK

Virtual labs can also support problem-based learning (PBL). Within this educational philosophy, instead of doing artificial exercises, students are encouraged to work on real subject domain problems. Interestingly, one of the first PBL implementations was in medicine education: students worked on problems from the domain of real clinical experience and tried to find proper knowledge to solve practical tasks [15]. In [16] the authors cite the example of the assisted lung ventilation control system: the students had to design the system by using modeling tools, and experimented with real medical equipment where the control system has been embedded. Thus, PBL was proposed as one of ways to bridge the gap between learning environments and real-life projects. We believe that for a case of language learning one of reasons to improve CALL technology is to bridge the similar gap between classroom language study and real-life communication.

Let’s reconsider an obvious idea to visualize basic language grammar constructions in a “teachable” way. In language tutorials such visual models are mostly “static”: learners are unable to use them interactively. Why not to provide learners with a possibility to manipulate such constructions (in order to do exercises or to experiment with them freely)? We think that visual grammar-based constructions simplify learning process for beginners. To decrease complexity of exercises, it is possible to use certain techniques of producing easy-to-read materials [17]. It is also advisable to base learner-oriented grammar constructions on restricted dictionary, simplified in order to educate people with preliminary low literacy. As noted by Robin, in language teaching the best solutions aren’t those that implement some methods better, but those that conduct the learning process in a learner’s own style [18].

One of the possible approaches to create a “virtual language lab” is explored in the experimental system WordBricks described in our earlier works [1], [4]. WordBricks is a virtual language playground inspired by Scratch programming environment [19]. The Scratch approach combines several important concepts that simplify teaching programming. They include visual flowchart-style code representation, event-based and multithreaded execution model, and, what is the most important in our case, the absence of error messages [20]. We can draw an analogy with LEGO bricks: individual parts can be connected only in a restricted number of possible ways: all possible combinations of brick linking can be easily found with trial and error (see Fig. 1).

WordBricks (see Fig. 2) follows the same idea: while the users are free to experiment with any language structures, the environment makes it impossible to create ungrammatical language constructions. Furthermore, open (but directed in the right way) experiments are possible without traditional grammar checking technologies [4].

While being quite a simple instrument, WordBricks still has to address a number of important problems, relevant to many CALL systems. Perhaps, the simplest variation of a “virtual language lab” is represented with spell- and grammar-checking software. A student can type literally any sentences and check whether they are considered grammatical. In practice, it turns out that general-purpose programs, such as the built-in MS Word’s grammar checker, are not designed for CALL: they miss many mistakes and do not provide a comprehensive feedback. Specialized tools, such as RoboSensei [21], have to limit possible user inputs to certain known cases in order to provide precise explanations to students. So conventional grammar checking instruments are still unable to reliably identify the errors in the texts written by the beginners, and their feedback generation capabilities are not sufficient for students. The WordBricks projects started as an attempt to answer the following question: what kind of valuable functionality can be reliably implemented with the current state-of-the-art technologies? Since natural language processing methods are not reliable enough (this is especially true for ungrammatical sentences, created by students), they had to be abandoned. This means that the students have to be forced to create grammatically correct phrases from the very beginning. Scratch environment clearly demonstrates the viability of this approach in programming: the possibility to avoid syntax errors helps novice programmers to concentrate on code design. However, we believe that another important
aspect of such visual programming is underestimated: by looking at shapes and connectors, the students understand the inner structure of code. While the syntax of computer programs is often intentionally designed to be simple, natural language constructions are more challenging to analyze, and thus their understanding needs to be supported with learning aids. The views on teaching grammar structures in the classroom differ, but still certain simplified schemes and explanations are almost universally used in language learning. So, in case of WordBricks, there are two major advantages of using shaped Scratch-like bricks: 1) the system does not need to rely on natural language processing; 2) the students are exposed to the visual representation of sentence structure, which presumably contributes to their mental model of language.

The analysis of existing computerized language learning environments (like PLATO project [22] or Athena Language Learning Project [23]) leads us to the belief that the goal of creating a CALL system is twofold: first, to support learning process, and second, to gather research data necessary for further improvements of language learning concepts, and for the design of future language learning tools. In the context of supporting the language grammar learning process, we examine visual models that we consider relevant and useful both to overcome difficulties that novices have while learning languages and to implement learning environments in order to have a possibility to get feedback from students and teachers after experimenting with them.

III. STRUCTURES FOR MODELING LANGUAGE SENTENCES

Language grammar is a study of how words combine to form sentences and what structural relationships in a language are. When language grammar constructions are explained in school, typically no formal models of syntax like constituency or dependency grammars are used. Instead, some typical structures for different phrases are demonstrated. This approach agrees with the constructivist views on language education, and partially inherits the way children learn their first language using almost no direct grammar rules, but deducing them implicitly during the learning process [24].

Conventional school practices are similar to the use of naïve pedagogical grammars (as noted as far as in 1991 by Fum et al. [25]). Such grammars comprise the knowledge derived from textbooks and teacher experience. We believe that computer technologies can enrich this process by allowing students to experiment with words and structures. We believe that computer-assisted language learning tools are aimed to provide an environment where the learners are building their own mental models of the language they learn step by step. In many disciplines related to languages (including software engineering and programming), students’ capability to create a clear mental model of a studied concept (e.g. of a natural or a programming language) has crucial importance. As mentioned by Milne and Rowe for the case of programming, the absence of such a mental model is considered as one of usual difficulties in learning programming [26]. As well as for the case of software engineering, in natural language education visualization of data and control structures is one of the known ways to overcome such difficulties.

We propose the concept of a learning system aimed to support basic scenarios of grammar teaching and learning by using visual modeling of language grammar structures. We pay special attention to deal with teacher’s and learner’s views that differ. As a language expert, a teacher can create new models representing grammar constructions, and edit the models taken from the knowledge base. Then the models are used to create annotated examples and problems for students. Here are the examples of typical study problems:

- Having the structure definition, construct examples by using dictionary words (they can be organized in groups such as objects, actions, properties, and so on).
- Construct proper sentences by using most words from the bag of words with or without explicit reference to a grammar pattern.
- Select the correct forms for missing words in the given sentence.
- Find grammar mistakes, and correct the sentence.

A. Teacher’s Perspective: Metamodel, Model, Implementation, and Examples

While lexical categories may significantly differ in different languages, there are many universal categories [27]. We tried to express the common elements of grammar learning constructions as Fig. 3 shows.

![Fig. 3 Grammar construction metamodel](image)

Starting out from phrase-structure grammars where a sentence is analyzed into a linearly concatenated sequence of constituents [28] we define a structure that refers to a grammar construction to be learnt. The structure includes containers that in turn include groups and elements. Containers can be separate but related sentences:

**{English}** Sorry, I’m late. Have you been waiting long? (Using Present perfect in the second sentence (second container) is conditioned by the situation introduced in the first one (first container). Containers can be the parts of a complex sentence:

**{English}** Unless you work harder, you aren’t going to pass the exam.

Elements may be subject of modifications (verb forms, genre conditioned terminations, etc.). There may be dependencies between structural elements (in Fig. 3 we used the visual formalism similar to higraph blobs to illustrate this
fact), like in the following examples in French:

\[
\text{[French]} \quad \text{Les belles perles noires, elle les lui a montrées.}
\]

**Dependency note and explanation note** are necessary elements of the concept: hints, annotations, explanations contribute significantly even to learn language vocabulary [29].

Connectors (punctuation or word connectors) are used to connect containers. Sometimes a container (as well as an element) fulfills a function (for example, an inversion signal for the following container). Groups are necessary to include phrasal components like noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases, and so on. Based on the metamodel, a teacher is encouraged to construct language-related model by introducing language-specific entities similar to the general schema shown in Fig. 4.

**Fig. 4 Constructing grammar-driven examples**

![Diagram of constructing grammar-driven examples](image)

**Fig. 5 German language construction example**

Here we do not show all possible language-specific model entities, but only some selection, which is enough to illustrate the idea. Note that in this example the subordinate clause (“Nebensatz”) fulfills a function of inversion signal for the main sentence (“Hauptsatz”). The sample sentence serves as an implementation of the models with using words from the dictionary.

Teacher’s side view enables manipulation with language-specific model entities, for example:

- **For English language:** Containers: clause, conditional clause, relative clause … Groups: noun phrase (NP), verb phrase (VP), determiner phrase (DP), propositional phrase (PP), adjective phrase (AdjP), adverbial phrase (AdvP), infinitive phrase (InP); Elements: noun, verb, pronoun, adverb, preposition; Connectors: interjection, conjunction, question words …;

- **For German language:** Containers: Hauptsatz, Nebensatz, Relativsatz, Infinitivsatz, … Groups: Angabe, Obligatorische ergänzung, Unbetonte obl. ergänzung, Präpositorialergänzung; Elements: Subjekt, Verb, Pronomen, Reflexivepronomen, …; Connectors: Fragewort, Konjunktur, Subjunktur, …;

- **For Japanese language:** Elements: Noun, Verb, i-adjective, na-adjective, phrasal elements (see Fig. 6); Modifiers: verb te-form, verb na-form, verb nai-form, i-adjective negation, na-adjective negation, …

At the initial stages of language learning it is difficult for learners to operate with all lexical categories. So we use simplified classification of dictionary words as they exposed to a learner. Such restricted classification makes easier applying the same approach to the languages with different grammar and lexical structure. This list currently includes objects, actions, determiners, properties, indications and connections, and will be extended in the future. However, these categories are sufficient for arranging experiments with relatively complex grammar structures. Fig. 6 illustrates this idea with an example of creating basic Japanese structures.

**Fig. 6 Japanese language construction example**

Let us propose the hypothesis that a more detailed categorization is required only for advanced learners, who need different functionality from virtual language labs.

B. Learner’s Perspective: Model, Implementation and Experiments

Teachers create patterns. Learners use patterns explicitly or implicitly. As far as in 1965 McConlogue and Simmons reported the construction of a pattern-based English syntax parser that was able to show 77% accuracy after experience with 300 sentences [30]. Learners are expected to follow the similar process, i.e. to learn how to recognize grammar structures after being exposed to example phrases and patterns.

Basic learning scenarios can be supported by an explicitly exposed pattern or by a hidden pattern. In the first case, a learner should put required words into the correct positions by using correct modifiers to follow the exposed pattern. In the second case, a learner has no hints about the sentence structure and is encouraged to guess what the phrase could be.

Note that in many situations a user may construct a sentence that differs from the teacher’s one but fits the grammar...
structure (see Fig. 7). The bag of words may contain words defined as a part of an exercise pattern (that still leaves spaces for some creativity). However, it can be also an output of some special component that automatically selects words from the dictionary. If there is an available implementation of the language ontology (e.g. WordNet), this approach can be used in combination with other tools to improve words classification and to automate bag of words generation for certain exercises. A similar approach is used in the implementation of the WordNet-based web search assistant [31].

Fig. 7 Different sentences with the same structure

We introduced such elements as dependency notes which are used to explain how one part of the grammar construction depends on another part. They help to provide hints on possible mistakes unrelated to the sentence structure as Fig. 8 shows. While the outlined above experiments and exercises do not require traditional grammar checking technologies, they can be used in combination. Representing sentences with known grammar formalisms may be useful to analyze mistakes unrelated to teaching patterns, or to automate hints of using alternative words or phrases.

C. The Case of Programming Languages

While the proposed structure and organization are aimed mostly at natural language learning, similar techniques can be used to support programming languages learning. Indeed, programming language structures are more formal and restricted, but as mentioned in [32], modern programming languages are as rich and expressive as natural languages, and can be modeled using models similar to those used in natural language processing.

IV. PROTOTYPING

We created a prototype application that implements some of the models introduced in the previous sections. Our prototype is focused on such aspect of learning process as teacher/learner interaction. Existing learning environments often ignore that teachers and learners act on different levels of language structures. Thus, we extend a virtual language lab concept in order to provide different usage modes for a language expert, a teacher, and a learner. The shapes of the grammar elements are created and configured by an expert. Metamodel constructions are created and managed by an expert. Patterns to learn are created by a teacher and then used by a learner. Fig. 9 illustrates this idea.

Prototype components are developed in correspondence with three levels of user interactions. Meta-element editor is developed to support creating new meta-elements (like objects, actions, determiners, etc.) to be used for grammar structure constructions. Grammar rule editor is used to construct rules and rule chains in the form of visual grammar structures connecting meta-elements and dictionary elements. Learner panel allows learners to construct sentences with grammar and dictionary elements, following grammar rules defined by a teacher. Learners deal with concrete implementations of meta-elements in form of words classified with respect to their grammar role.

Let us note that the current prototype puts the problems of representing and analysis of language grammars on the back burner to the benefits of supporting teacher – software – learner interaction based on visual editors of language constructions.

A. Modeling Meta-Element Shapes

In order to support constructing visual representations of the language grammar rules, basic elements have to be defined. Meta-elements are entities defined by an expert who decides which properties are used to differentiate them from each other. Currently, such properties include: entity name (object, action, subject, property, etc.), its geometry and color, list of corresponding word types, connector types, and user-defined properties. Meta-elements created at this stage are used by a
teacher for constructing visual grammar rules. Elements that implement meta-elements are intended to be used by a student while experimenting with the language constructions. Fig. 10 shows an example of configuring shapes, connectors and grammar properties of meta-elements.

C. Playing with the Language

Currently we support learner scenarios of two types: 1) a user follows exercises prepared by a teacher; 2) a user plays with the language freely. The freedom of experiments is limited by the shapes and grammar rules defined by a teacher. The idea is similar to WordBricks: the learners either should not be able to create illegal constructions, or they should be notified why a certain construction is invalid. Fig. 12 illustrates this idea with a simple example.

![Fig. 12 Learner’s experiments](image)

Note that learners do not work explicitly with element associations. Associations are used at the internal level in order to check whether the words or phrases may be connected and interpreted correctly according to the existing grammar patterns.

V. Conclusion

Language learning techniques form a symbiotic relationship with the current computer technology. Today we see how the term “language lab” is applied not only to physical language classroom equipment, but also to a learning concept. Advancing the idea of a language virtual lab refines the current understanding of CALL: it should not be limited to a mere digitalization of learning process by transferring traditional techniques of storing and managing language-related data to the computer. It should create new use cases that are hard to implement without computer technologies.

A concept of virtual language lab can be considered as a learning model that advances the traditional architecture of an intelligent tutoring system, having four models: a domain model, a learner model, a tutor model, and a user interface model [24]. In our research we have highlighted the aspects of teacher/learner interactions and have drawn models supporting interactive incremental learning process. Naturally, the biggest challenge in the design of visual constructors similar to WordBricks is the trade-off between simplicity of the visual elements and the potential to create complex (ideally, any grammatically correct) constructions. Sentence structure is a well-researched topic in linguistics, and a number of theories of sentence representation were developed. However, traditional formalisms can only show the structure of existing sentences: there are no visual elements showing what kind of links can be potentially established between the given words.
Following Meyer’s DIAMO classification of software engineering we are at the “describe” stage [33]. Our tools did not undergo an extensive classroom evaluation yet, so it is difficult to say whether full exposure to sentence structure and grammar attributes of the individual words actually improve learning. One may argue that the knowledge of parts of speech or word-word relationships in a sentence is not required to master foreign language, but this topic requires detailed discussion.

In 2002, Hubbard conducted a survey, revealing that even CALL experts are not convinced in the effectiveness of computer-supported language education [34]. Specialized educational software is still perceived by teachers as yielding only marginal improvements. Perhaps, before planning new contributions to CALL, we should answer the following question: what kind of systems would make the largest impact on learning comparing to the traditional classroom practices? We believe that computer systems should help to develop “the feel of language” in the learners’ minds by exposing them to numerous examples and patterns, and by providing them with a possibility to create and test their own ideas of feasible language constructions. Such mix of handcrafted examples and open experimentation has a long tradition in science education, but in language learning similar experience is available only during private teacher-learner interaction. We hope that computer-supported virtual languages labs will help learners to perform at least simple language experiments at their own pace, even when the private teacher is not an option.
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